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Outline (1)

• Digital Logic – Combinatorial Circuits

• Computer Basics definitions

• Converting Bases

• Binary, Octal and Hexadecimal

• Binary Coded Decimal and Gray Codes

• Unsigned and Signed Binary Integers

• Two’s Complement arithmetic

• Character Codes

• Parity

• Floating Point

• Big Endian/Little Endian

• Computer Architecture
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Typical Integrated Circuit Layout
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In LabVIEW



Computer Basics
• Bit – a binary digit 

– the smallest unit of information

– usually encoded as a “0” or a “1”

• Byte – 8 bits

• Nibble- half a byte (I’m serious) – 4 bits

• Word – an assembly of bits that are the basic unit of 
information processing. 

– The size of a word is dependent on the design of the 
hardware processing the information 

– Commonly a multiple of 8 (8, 16, 32 or 64)



How to Convert Bases

• To convert from Base 10 to Any Base, perform repeated 
divisions keeping track of the remainders

• The remainders represent the number in the new base

• Example

• To convert 11 from base 10 to base 2

11/2 = 5 R 1

5/2  = 2 R 1

2/2  = 1 R 0

1/2  = 0 R 1

Then reverse the order of the remainders !

• 9 base 10 = 1011 base 2

• Expect to have to do this multiple times on the FE exam (and 
many more times in practical application) so get good at it !



Ways of looking at a binary number

• As a binary string – a base 2 representation

– Example 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1  =  decimal 21

• As octal – in 3 bit segments – a base 8 representation

– Example 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 is clustered as 

– 0 0 0    0 1 0    1 0 1  = octal 025 

– Octal 0 2 5 = 8*2 + 5*1 = 21 decimal

• As hexadecimal – in 4 bit segments – a base 16 representation

– Example  0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1  is clustered as 

– 0 0 0 1   0 1 0 1  =  hexadecimal 15

– Hexadecimal 15 = 1*16 + 5 = 21

– Note in Hex, we can have digits representing 10-15, so we 
use A-F

– So 26 in base 10 is 1A in Hexadecimal (16 + 10)



Binary Coded Decimal and Gray Code

• BCD – Binary Coded Decimal is an old style representation still used in some 
electronics where 4 bits are used to describe every decimal digit 

– Example Decimal 21 would be 0010 0001

– Convenient in simple instruments because math can be implemented without a 
complicated processor because the digits are already separated

– I’ve seen it a lot in avionics (airplane electronics) like navigation receivers

– It is still common today in electronics that have simple alphanumeric displays 
but it is fading out of existence

• Gray Code – is a mapping of decimal numbers to a binary representation where the 
only difference between two adjacent numbers is a single bit

– Originally designed to prevent ambiguity in systems with electromechanical 
switches

• Because switches don’t necessarily change at the same time, transitions of 
more than one switch could result in spurious outputs

• Example :

• In a straight binary code a transition from 7 (0111) to 8 (1000) involves 4 
bits switching. If the msb was slower than the rest, the outputs could look 
like 0 for a short period of time

• In a gray code, only one bit switches at a time when incrementing or 
decrementing

– Useful in error correction schemes in modern telecommunications



Binary Codes



Unsigned and Signed Binary Integers

• Unsigned Integer

– Binary representation right justified in the word

• Signed Integer – Two’s Complement

– Define magnitude as if unsigned

– Perform bitwise complement 

• Every 1 becomes a 0, Every 0 becomes a 1

– Then add 1

– Note that the MSB for all negative numbers is always 1 and is 
also referred to as the sign bit. Also note that the maximum  
magnitude of the negative number is always one half that of 
the maximum positive number



Two’s Complement Example

• Example

Decimal 21 = 0001 0101

Bitwise complement = 1110 1010

Add 1                              +           1

----------------

1110 1011 = -21

• Check for consistency add 21 and -21 – it should be 0

0001 0101

+  1110 1011

-------------

0000 0000





***





Character Codes

• It would be very difficult to interact with computing 

machinery if we limited ourselves to exchanging numbers

• By exchanging characters we can significantly improve our 

interaction

• Two common character code systems exist

– American Standard Code For Information Interchange 

(ASCII) – the most common – a 7 bit code

– Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code 

(EBCDIC) - only used on IBM mainframes – a 8 bit code

• These systems include the normal alphabet, punctuation, 

simple mathematical symbols and control codes 



ASCII Character Codes



7 bits of data byte with parity bit

even odd

0000000 00000000 00000001

1010001 10100011 10100010

1101001 11010010 11010011

1111111 11111111 11111110

Parity

From Wikipedia

•Parity is an error detection mechanism 

•It uses a mechanism for generating an error detection code on one side of a 

transaction that can be recomputed and checked on the other side

•Transaction can be storage or communication

•Simple parity involves adding another bit that is coded as a 0 or a 1 in order 

to make the number of digits in the total data word that are set to 1 equal to 

an odd count or an even count



Floating Point Formats

• What if we want to represent 

– Non-integers

– Numbers greater than the number of bits can represent in 

a straight binary encoding

• In these cases we use a floating point format

• Most common format is IEEE floating point

• Comes in 32 bit and 64 bit formats



IEEE Floating Point Formats



Big Endian /Little Endian

•In a big-endian system, the most significant value in the sequence is stored at the 

lowest storage address (i.e., first). In a little-endian system, the least significant value in 

the sequence is stored first

•LabVIEW stores internally in Big Endian format

•Many mainframe computers, particularly IBM mainframes, use a big-endian 

architecture. Most modern computers, including PCs, use the little-endian system. The 

PowerPC system is bi-endian because it can understand both systems. 

•Converting data between the two systems is sometimes referred to as the NUXI 

problem. Imagine the word UNIX stored in two 2-byte words. In a Big-Endian systems, it 

would be stored as UNIX. In a little-endian system, it would be stored as NUXI.

•From Wikipedia



Computer Basics

• Instructions and values are stored in memory

• Instructions are retrieved from memory by the processor

• The processor executes instructions which may also reference 
values in memory and store values in memory

• Memory-CPU transactions take place over parallel wires called 
a memory bus

• The width of the memory bus (number of bits) describes the 
processor

– Typical for modern PCs is 32 bits wide

• Communications with other devices occur over a separate bus 
which is linked to the memory bus by a bus controller



Central Processing Unit (CPU)Input Output

Main Memory

Simplified Van Neumann Machine



Buses

• An electrical bus (sometimes spelled buss) is a physical 
electrical interface where many devices share the same 
electric connection. This allows signals to be transferred 
between devices (allowing information or power to be 
shared). A bus often takes the form of an array of wires that 
terminate at a connector which allows a device to be plugged 
onto the bus.(from Wikipedia)

• Bus – a parallel set of wires over which information is passes 

– On a bus the same value is present at all points tied into 
the bus at the same time



Computer Architecture



PXI Architecture

PXI architecture used by the NI-ELVIS hardware in the lab is a PCI bus with 

additional signals added for synchronizing and passing instrumentation signals



Typical Instrumentation Buses
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Outline (2)

• What is a signal ? A system ?

• Terms For Periodic Signals – Amplitude, Frequency, Phase 

• Fourier Theorem and Series 

• Importance of Fourier series for instrumentation

• Time and Frequency Domain and  Power Spectral Density Noise 

– Average White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)

– 60 hz power line hum

• Low Pass, High Pass and BandPass Filters 

• Damping ratio and natural frequency, overshoot

• Systems Nomenclature For Feedback Systems



Basic Definitions
• A  signal is an abstraction of any measurable quantity that is a 

function of one or more independent variables such as time or 
space

– Voltages and currents are common electrical signals

• Signals can be continuous or discrete

• A continuous time signal is one that is present for all instants in 
time and space – example is voltage on a wire

• A discrete time signal is only present at discrete times

– Often discrete time signals are samples of a continuous 
time signal

• A system is an abstraction of anything that takes an input 
signal, operates on it and produces an output signal

• Signals and systems theory is the framework for most 
engineering knowledge



Basic Periodic Signal Terminology

• Periodic – repeating

• Mathematical model  from trigonometry
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Example from Simple Sine Wave in Time and 

Freq Domain.VI
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Basic Periodic Signal Terminology

Frequency =

1/Period (cycles/second)

or

rads/secperiod

π2



Periodic Signal Terminology

• Frequency (f)= 1/(time to perform one cycle)

• This yields a value in hertz or cycles/per second

• Often we talk in radians per second

• There are         radians in a 360 degree cycle

• So           x f = frequency (rads/sec) = 

π2

π2 ω



•sin(x) = cos(x - 90 degrees) = cos( x - )

•sin(x) lags cos(x)

•cos(x) leads sin (x)

2

π

Phase difference

Phase Terminology



Fourier Series



Fourier Series



Fourier square wave.vi
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N=0



Fourier triangle.vi

N=0 N=1

N=2 N=4



N=20

Fourier rectangular sawtooth wave.vi

N=0

N=1

N=2

N=3



Why is understanding Fourier Series important 

in Instrumentation and Measurement ?

• Every time a signal changes state, the entire Fourier content is 
present, whether it is desired or not

• If you are monitoring a voltage channel on an instrument and 
it is powered off, and you power the instrument on and the 
voltage being measured makes a step change, the entire 
Fourier series content associated with a square wave is sent 
down the wiring connecting the instrument to the data 
acquisition system

• All wires have a certain amount of resistance and capacitance 
which acts as a filter to some of the frequency content, 
particularly the higher frequencies

• This results in distortion of the signal from the actual shape



Time and Frequency Domains

• Previous examples have shown signals varying as a function of 
time. These are said to be representations in the time 
domain.

• Signals can also be represented in the frequency domain

• In the frequency domain they are expressed as functions of 
frequency

• A typical way to look at a signal in the frequency domain is 
with a power spectral density (PSD) plot

• A PSD shows the distribution of power in the various 
frequencies of a signal

• As we can see from Fourier Series, a signal may in fact be 
composed of many different signals
– When we look at a composite signal as components of different 

frequencies, we are working in the frequency domain



Power Spectral Density Example

Plot of sin(x) + sin(2x) + 2 sin(6x) + 3cos(9x)



Noise
• Noise is undesired signal or contamination of a signal we want to measure

• Average White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) – equal power at all frequencies

• Frequency Specific Noise

– Power at a specific frequency

– Alternating current (AC) power in house wiring in the United States is a 
periodic waveform at 60 hertz

– It is not uncommon to find 60 hertz noise in electrical systems due to 
electromagnetic interference from wiring systems

• The amount of signal present versus the noise present is expressed in the Signal 
to Noise Ratio (SNR)

• It is usually expressed in decibels

• Much of the work of instrumentation engineers involves extracting signals and 
rejecting the noise

• SNR is thus an important figure of merit to instrumentation engineering

power
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Noise

Signal
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SNR log10log20 ==
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freq
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Sources of Noise
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Filters

• Instrumentation engineers use filters to reject 
unwanted signals (noise) and leave only the desired 
signals

• Filters are classified by the frequencies they accept 
or reject

• Filters are a key part of signal conditioning in any 
instrumentation and data acquisition system



Types of Filters
Type Ideal Transfer as a 

function of 

frequency (|H(f)|)

Description Example Use

Lowpass Removes all signals 

with frequency > fc

Noise removal, data 

interpolation, smoothing

Highpass Removes all signals 

with frequency < fc

Removing DC or low 

frequency drift, edge 

detection or 

enhancement

Bandpass Removes all signals 

outside of the range 

of f1 to f2

Tuning in a frequency on 

a radio receiver, 

separating a subcarrier

Band Reject 

or Notch

Removing all signal 

at a particular 

frequency range f1 

to f2

Removing a particular 

noise like power line 

“hum” at 60 hz

0 fc

1

0 fc

1

0 f1

1

f2

0 f1

1

f2



Example from Extract the Sine Wave.VI

Noise 
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Steady State and Transient Response

• Most systems have two types of response to an input

– The dynamic or transient response – short lived response 
driven by an imbalance of forces

– The steady state response – a balanced unchanging state

• This is not only for electrical systems but also for structural 
systems (mass spring damper), thermal systems and chemical 
systems

• The study of dynamic response is a critical part of engineering 
that is based on the use of differential equations and the 
Laplace transform. The scope of this is outside of this class

• We will however be talking about the types of dynamic 
response and some mathematical characteristics. The goal for 
this class is to understand the concepts and the terminology, 
not the underlying mathematics

– When you see this working, I hope it will become a 
curiosity for the mathematics in other courses



Why is steady state and transient response 

important for understanding instrumentation  ?

• We have to be able to characterize and separate the response 
of sensors to a changing input from the response of the system 
to changing conditions

– If a sensor is bouncing around in response to an input, it 
will not provide a good measurement

• Measurement errors result when the transient or steady state 
response of a sensor is not perfect (non-ideal)

• Most measurement time histories are a combination of 
transient and steady state response

– We need to be able to use the terminology properly to 
describe what we are measuring



Types of Ideal Inputs
Type of Input Time Domain 

Representation

Description Example

Unit Impulse (Dirac 

Delta Function)

Instantaneous 

application and 

removal of 

input

A hammer strike 

on a structure, a 

high speed 

electrical signal

Unit Step Instantaneous 

application of 

signal which 

remains

Power on of 

equipment. 

Application of 

weight on a 

structure

Unit Ramp Continuously 

increasing 

input

Fluid level of a 

tank

Time 
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For this lecture we are going to concentrate on unit step response



Types of System Response

• Sensor dynamics generally fall into one of three categories:

– First order low pass

– Second Order low pass

• Overdamped

• Underdamped

• Critically damped

– Bandpass

• Sensors that only respond to a certain range of 
frequencies

– Very common in acoustic sensors (microphones) 
and in certain accelerometers



First Order Dynamics

• If the quantity under measurement is x(t) and the sensor output is v(t) then 

a sensor with first order dynamics can be represented by the ordinary 

differential equation
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First order system response to a step 

input



Types of Second Order Dynamics
• Second order sensor dynamics 

fall into one of three 
categories, depending on the 
location of the roots of the 
characteristic equation of the 
differential equation that 
describes the sensor

• These categories are 
– underdamped (complex 

conjugate roots)
– critically damped (two 

equal roots)
– Overdamped (unequal real 

roots)
• These three cases are 

represented by the 
corresponding ordinary 
differential equation )()(
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Equations for Second Order Response

• Solving the differential equations for the step response leads 

to the following results
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This is a time 

domain 

representation 

of the response 

to a step input

Underdamped

Critically damped

Overdamped



Second Order Damping

kA

y = yh + kA
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Example VI to explore 2nd order 

response

First and second order.vi



Band Pass Response

• Sensors do exist which do not respond to a constant (DC) quantity under 
measurement

• In these cases the quantity under measurement must be time-varying to 
produce a sensor output

• Such sensors are said to have a band-pass frequency response and can be 
described by the ordinary differential equation

• In these cases the step response rises from zero to a peak then goes to zero 
in the steady state. It is described by

• Microphones and piezoelectric accelerometers and pressure transducers 
are examples of these kinds of sensors
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Bandpass Step Response In Time Domain

Bandpass Step Response from Northrop 

“Introduction to Instrumentation and 

Measurements”



Basic System Block Diagram
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This is called the transfer function



Bode Plots

• Show the transfer function of a system in both 

gain and phase as a function of frequency

• Gain is typically plotted in decibels

• Frequency is typically in radians





Bode Plot showing Phase Lag

Bode Plot Showing Phase Lead

RC Circuit like a low pass filter

High Pass Filter


